Experiential Learning

Incorporates Student Voice
Students have the opportunity to direct and even design their own learning pathways

Internships: Seattle Children’s Ben Towne Center for Cancer Research
Matthews Fund: Building Tesla coils

Engages the Real World
We use the resources of Boston and around the globe to take students off campus and bring professionals to St. Mark’s

Career Day: Boston Scientific
Saturday Class: FIRST Robotics Team 3566

Facilitates Collaboration
Students work with peers, adults, and professionals and benefit from engaging with diverse viewpoints and skill sets

Matthews Fund: Building Tesla coils
Internships: Seattle Children’s Ben Towne Center for Cancer Research
Career Day: Boston Scientific
Saturday Class: FIRST Robotics Team 3566

Opportunities for Reflection
Thinking about their learning deepens students’ understanding and makes it transferable

Lions Roam: Spain
V Form Lion Term: Critical Curiosity

Focus on Feedback
Prioritizing valuable feedback and cycles of iteration encourages a growth mindset and skill development

Matthews Fund: Building Tesla coils
Internships: Seattle Children’s Ben Towne Center for Cancer Research
Career Day: Boston Scientific
Saturday Class: FIRST Robotics Team 3566

For more information about Experiential Learning at St. Mark’s School go to www.stmarksschool.org/experiential or contact johncamp@stmarksschool.org.